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This document presents additional range coverage diagrams for the
CSM Rendezvous Radar/Transponder (RR/T) using a different antenna con-
figuration.
TRW Technical Report 05952-H354-RO-00 may be referenced for the
techniques and theory used in constructing these coverage diagrams. As
in the referenced report, power measurements were made on a full-scale
CSM model for all combinations of roll (^) varying from 0 0 to 3580 in
20 increments, and yaw (e) varying from G° to 1800 in 20 increments.
Figure 1 shows the coordinate system employed.
The new mounting system consisted of raising the RR/T Antenna
Assembly 4" above the normal mounting position and tilting it 15 0 for-
ward (toward e = 0° axis).
RESULTS
The measurements presented here are of the right-hand circular
component of the radiated power. The reference power level of 0 db was
equivalent to a power level of 6 db relative to an isotropic antenna of
linear polarization. Figure 2 contains the measured relative power data.
This relative poacr was converted to a range coverage using the
methods of the referenced Technical Report. For example, a data plot
value of 6 corresponded to the reference 0 db which represents 400 nautical
miles (1 n. mi. = 680 feet) of range coverage. Table 1 shows this rela-
tionship for all data plot values.
Polar plots of the range coverage values were constructed for three
planes of interest intersecting the CSM.
Figure 3 shows the range coverage polar plot for ^ fixed at 90° and
e varying from 0 0 to 1800 . This means let the plane of measurement cut the
CSM longitudinally. Then measure the relative power at a fixed radius in
this plane, from the front of the CSM to the back, on the right-hand side
from heads-up position. Convert the relative powers to range coverage
values and represent the latter in a polar plot.
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TABLE 1. Relationship Between the Data Plot Values Employed in Figure 2,
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from 0° to 180°. Here one can think of the same plane as in Figure 3,
but tilted about the roll axis until the plane aligns with the RR/T
Antenna Assembly. # = 140° is the angular data value closest to the
desired ^ = 140.4 0 . Again the relative power is measured from the front
to the back at a fixed radius on the right side.
Figure 5 gives the range coverage for a fixed at go° and 0 varying
from 00 to 3580 . This plane cuts the front of the CSM from the rear, rued
the power is measured at a fixed radius all the way around the roll axis.
CONCLUSIONS
A comparison of range coverage for selected ;.ngular values near the
nose of the CSM was made for the three configurations in the referenced
Technical Report and the configuration this report investigates. This
comparison is presented in Table 2.
For all angular values sampled the range coverage for the
i- 	configuration of Pattern 122 with the RR/T Antenna Assembly raised
3 1/2" and tilted forward 15° was superior.
Comparison of the pol ar plots of range coverage contained in this
document with similar plots in the referenced Technical Report also indicated
that, of the configurations tested, the configuration of Pattern No. 122
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